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Featured Application: This paper contributes to the domain by proposing a new approach for
inertial navigation systems error correction, based on collision avoidance velocity. The approach
can be beneficial for navigation systems when an individual is moving close to building obstacles.
Close proximity to building obstacles is encountered in firefighting during search and rescue
operations in smoky compartments. Thus, the main goal of the algorithm is to improve the indoor
navigation system for firefighters.

Abstract: We propose an algorithm for map-aided inertial dead reckoning (DR) for indoor navigation.
The technique is based on a concept of collision avoidance velocity. New positions estimated by
DR are checked for collision detection with walls and if such a situation is detected, the collision
avoidance velocity is calculated to avert the obstacles. The differences between an individual’s
indicated velocity and collision avoidance velocity are then used to correct errors for further path
development. The best performance of the proposed technique is achieved when the individual moves
along building obstacles. This type of movement is typical for firefighters, during search and rescue
operations in thick smoke. Such conditions provided the environment for testing our algorithm.

Keywords: indoor navigation; map matching; fire service

1. Introduction

The fatality rate of firefighters is still at a high and unacceptable level. For the last 10 years, despite
improvement in procedures, equipment and protective gear, there are still, on average, 60 firefighter
deaths annually in the United States of America [1]. Due to this fact and the high respect that societies
hold for the firefighter occupation, the social pressure has increased to find solutions that increase
firefighter safety. The social willingness to protect firefighters is manifested in a form of various
funding focused on seeking a solution to the problem in question through new technologies. One such
societal initiative is Chief J. Burs Memorial Research Grant (http://foundation.sfpe.org/chief-donald-
j-burns-memorial-research-grant).

Our contribution to the field, as a recipient of this grant, is based on the analysis of contributing
factors which lead to the unsafe events. The Firefighter Near-Miss (http://www.firefighternearmiss.
com/) is an organization which aims to prevent injuries and save the lives of firefighters by collecting,
sharing and analyzing unintentionally unsafe events. According to the annual reports provided by
this organization, 28.5% of casualties were caused by communication problems or by bad situational
awareness [2].
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Situational awareness, as described above, corresponds to the amount of attention and
understanding of the actual state of the environment. Conditions affecting situational awareness
can be broken down into three groups: a lack of information, a lack of knowledge and a lack of
cognition. Therefore, the reasons underlying incorrect assessment of the situation correspond to
more general problems related to acquisition and processing of relevant information. The position of
firefighters in danger zones is reported as the most relevant information for the proper assessment of
the situation [2].

Our goal, defined within this grant, was to design an indoor navigation system for firefighters
that may fill the information gap related to firefighter positioning. We decided to address this problem
by developing an Inertial Dead Reckoning approach.

Inertial Dead Reckoning is a process of calculating the current position of a individual, using
the previous position estimates and based purely on the readings of inertial sensors [3]. Modern
solutions for individual navigation exploit mostly foot-mounted Micro Electro Mechanical Sensors
(MEMS), that are able to gather acceleration and angular rates with high sampling rates and high
precision. The basic theory of their operation relies on double integration of recorded acceleration
force rotated in a navigational frame of reference, estimated using gyroscope integration. Most of
the time, the navigation algorithm is expressed by means of the Kalman Filter with an additional
Zero-Velocity update technique [4], that uses a simplified model of walk to reduce computational
errors. This technique is proven to be effective in many reports [5–10]. Nevertheless, due to sensor
drift, measurement errors and floating point precision, the error in such an Inertial Navigation System
(INS) accumulates over time [11] and therefore additional corrections are required.

One of the possible approaches to correct INS positioning is the use of an infrastructure-based
positioning system (GPS is a good example) or short range radio infrastructure such as WiFi or
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [12,13]. Radio-based solutions use a number of techniques from Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) mapping, Time-of-Flight (ToF) solutions combined with triangulation
or machine learning approaches. The idea behind the integration of INS and infrastructure-based
solutions arises from different error models [14], and the capability of mutual error correction based
on systems’ characteristics. INS has small but accumulative error, while infrastructure-based systems
have significant but constant error.

There are, however, shortcomings of these methods of error correction. A GPS signal is, in most
cases, not received indoors. The radio beacons must be present before a fire starts in a building.
Preparing the radio beacon infrastructure just in case of a fire is economically debatable because of
the rare occurrence of fire and the special operational requirements—fire resistance and an alternative
source of power. During search and rescue operations, exploiting this type of positioning system could
be limited due to electricity loss or temperature damage.

The other set of approaches for error correction becomes available when the layout of a building
is accessible [15–17]. Progress in building design means that the majority of buildings are currently
designed in Building Information Modeling technology (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building_
information_modeling). Having such a vast source of information related to the building (where the
navigation takes place), we can create a set of rules and constraints to better navigate the firefighter
in the building. The algorithms that match a sequence of observed user positions to a digital
map of the building or, in general, the real world, are grouped under a common umbrella called
Map-Aided navigation.

The task of map-matching is to determine a correspondence between sequences of previously
obtained user position points (e.g., from GPS) and a given map. The main application of Map-Aided
algorithms is fixing data obtained from a Global Navigation Satellite System, into a spatial road
network for car navigation. However, the idea of using building geometry for heading errors in
positioning systems is also extensively exploited.

In the case of pedestrian indoor navigation, building floor plans are transformed into
a representation that expresses traversable areas. For example, people cannot walk through walls
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and floor changes can occur only via staircases or elevators. There are currently three approaches to
map-aided navigation indoors [18]: (a) probabilistic map matching based on particle filtering using
wall constraints, (b) topological map matching based on link-node representation of a building plan
and (c) reduction of heading error by comparison with building cardinal heading.

In this article, we propose an algorithm for map-aiding which uses wall constraints. However,
due to the fact that most of the error pruning in our INS is angular rate estimation, we decided to
apply a velocity-based correction approach instead of particle filtering. The core of the concepts in our
approach is velocity obstacle and collision avoidance velocity.

This paper contributes to the domain by proposing a new approach for INS error correction,
based on collision avoidance velocity. The approach can be beneficial for the problem of moving an
individual who is close to building obstacles. Close proximity to building obstacles is encountered in
firefighting during search and rescue operations in smoky compartments [19]. Thus, the main goal of
the algorithm is to improve the indoor navigation system for firefighters.

Map-aided correction techniques were invented for vehicle dead reckoning in 1984 [20]. Since then,
a substantial amount of research has been conducted in order to address problems of map-matching for
vehicle navigation. The majority of the available solutions focus on correcting routes from GPS.
According to a previous survey [21], we can categorise general approaches for map-matching
algorithms presented in the literature into four groups: geometric, topological, probabilistic and
other advanced method. In this domain, the problems faced are not only related to the algorithm itself
but also data structure to store the map in a computationally effective manner [21].

The most commonly used geometric map-matching algorithm is a simple search algorithm.
In this approach, each position fix is matched to the closest ‘node’ or ‘shape point’ of a road segment.
This is known as point-to-point matching [22]. More general approaches exploit ‘point-to-curve’
or ‘curve-to-curve’ matching [22–24] using trajectory estimated from consecutive GPS fixes as the
candidate route. In [25,26] the development of the path is computed by INS/GPS combination. Those
techniques exploit the general idea of mapping a path obtained by different systems (with possible
accumulative and constant error) with possible route shapes encoded by a map. Unfortunately, in
indoor environments, the number of possible routes is unbounded; therefore, the possibility of direct
application of those techniques in individual navigation systems is substantially limited.

Map-Aided Pedestrian/Individual Navigation (MAPN) is more challenging than vehicle
map-aided navigation. Most of the time, we cannot assume constraints on a path—humans can
take sudden turns and accidental stops, whereas a car needs to be bounded with maneuvering
constraints. Moreover, since the acceleration characteristics of vehicles are less rapid, the error of these
INSs is more bounded, which eventually results in better path estimation.

Simple derivation of the ‘curve-to-curve’ matching technique for MAPN is illustrated in [15].
To compensate for the inaccuracies in step detection and heading estimation, the authors matched the
detected step series onto the expected route using a sequence alignment algorithm outputting the ‘best
fit’. This method is convenient only when a mobile device is navigating a pedestrian over the path
(therefore, we know the expected route).

A substantial amount of research exploits Particle Filters for MAPN to address high non-linearity
in human movement [16,17,27–30]. For example, ref. [7] uses an on-line technique for particle weighting
which is based on a transition map between hexagonal map division ‘cells’. Nevertheless, this approach
assumes frequent re-visiting of ‘cells’ to achieve a bounded positioning error. The authors of [31]
introduce the Cardinal Heading Aided Inertial Navigation (CHAIN)—a technique in which particles
are weighted or ‘killed’, eliminating impossible states based on building walls. CHAIN uses four
cardinal moves and heuristics based on the building structure to obtain the most possible heading
correction (it is important to note that heading error is crucial in pedestrian INS). In [32], the authors
exploit a similar technique but instead of assuming heading based on the wall structure, the authors
trained a Hidden Markov Model to express ‘human behavior’ in movement. In [33], the authors
introduce substantial optimization for particle filters exploiting indoor maps in this specific application.
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The particle filter is most commonly used for MAPN because it provides a straight-forward,
formally clean method of exploiting the error covariance matrix from the Kalman Filter—the particles
reflect possible paths in which the probability is inherited from error modelling. Nevertheless,
when the path does not cross any obstacles, a great number of possible paths (particles) need to
be maintained for longer periods and the whole technique becomes a computationally demanding
algorithm. Consequently, exploiting it on mobile devices can be limited by power supplies. Our work
is very similar to that of [31,32] but instead of maintaining all possible paths, we assumed very specific
path traversal behaviour of firefighters.

2. Materials and Methods

This section describes the algorithm for matching the position of the firefighter to the building
layout. In order to be consistent with the terminology presented in Section 1, we use the term individual
instead of firefighter. However, in this case, the individual has a specific movement pattern consistent
with firefighters’ movement during search and rescue operations. We also introduce the term software
agent (or agent for short) which is the reflection of the individual in the computer program. Our
definition of the agent is consistent with that presented in [34].

The goal of the algorithm is to minimize the location error by the map-aiding approach.
The algorithm updates the velocity vector of an individual by finding the closest collision free
velocity to the current velocity. The updates in velocity are recorded and then used to correct the
incoming positions.

Our main assumption in the selection of a map-matching algorithm is based on the collision
avoidance velocity, derived from a firefighting tactic. This tactic suggests that in dense smoke with low
visibility, firefighters should move along walls, maintaining hand contact with them [19]. The left-hand
rule in this situation is also recommended (or at least the same hand all the time).

The observation of the movements of firefighters during our blind tests confirms that individuals
tend to apply this left-hand rule. They move along the walls while maintaining contact with them.
Therefore, we decided that our algorithm will be based on the proximity of walls. We assumed that
the walls will be a source of correction of the firefighter’s position.

The tests of our generic INS (without additional error correction) revealed that the error increases
with the number of rotations performed by individuals. The bigger the number of rotations, the bigger
the error. Even when individuals try to move in a straight line, small sway of their feet causes deviation
from the course. The reflection in the rotation is very important because small error in the angle of
rotation causes large error in the position. This was especially reflected in the long walks, causing
significant error in the location. Figure 1 depicts the situation where small error in angle reflection
causes large error in location.

The main idea is to estimate the inter-step path reconstructed by INS and correct it by local
collision detection and a collision avoidance velocity algorithm. Collision detection needs to be
accomplished with regards to the current position and formal definition of a map. Next, the smallest
possible correction of agent velocity is performed to avoid the obstacle. The velocity vector is defined
as subtraction of the last position obtained from INS and the current agent position.
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Figure 1. An example of how small error in rotation causes large error in location. The green line
reflects the path received from INS. The purple lines define the walls. The proper path should start
and finish at the same point. The estimated path ends with 12 m of error. The axes are defined in
meters [m].

2.1. Foot-Mounted Inertial Navigation System

Foot-Mounted INS is implemented by means of the Kalman Filter by estimating an error state
vector δxk = [δvk, δpk, δCk], which represents errors in velocity, position and orientation matrix,
respectively, at time k. The input vector is formed from sensor readings uk = [ak, ωk], which represent
acceleration ak = [ak

x, ak
y, ak

z] and angular rates ωk = [ωk
x, ωk

y, ωk
z ] both in the sensor frame of reference.

Note that we operate on quaternions in navigation equations, which are later converted to the
orientation matrix in error state computations. Therefore, uk does not match the transition state
matrix but is converted by the control-input model described in detail in pseudocode.

Details of the algorithm are described by pseudocode Algorithm 1. Generally, we maintain
a quaternion qk that rotates from the sensor frame of reference to the navigational frame estimated
by some orientation filter (e.g., [35]) using ωk (line no. 7). Then, we compute acceleration in the
navigational frame (line no. 8) to apply mechanization equations (lines 9–10). In line 17, the error
is computed using Kalman Gain K using zero velocity pseudo-observation (note the observation
matrix H). This is pseudo-observation because we do not measure it directly but use some statistical
hypothesis to test whether the feet are still in function IsZUPT (for possible implementations, see [36].
Briefly speaking, one can check whether raw readings from a gyroscope or accelerometer are below
a certain threshold).

State transition matrix Fk is defined as follows:

Fk :=

 I3×3 ∆tI3×3 03×3

03×3 I3×3 03×3

∆tSk 03×3 I3×3

 , (1)

where Sk is a skew-symmetric cross-product operator matrix given by:

Sk :=

 0 −aN
z,k aN

y,k
aN

z,k 0 −aN
x,k

−aN
y,k aN

x,k 0

 . (2)
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the inertial positioning system with zero-velocity updates and collision
avoidance velocity map matching.

1: procedure INS-MM(a, ω, g0, A)
2: k← 0
3: q0 ← INITIALIZEORIENTATION(g0)

4: pl , kl ← 0, 0
5: loop
6: k← k + 1
7: qk ← UPDATEORIENTATION(ak, ωk)
8: anav ← q−1

k ⊗ ak ⊗ qk − g0

9: v(+)
k ← vk−1 + anav∆t

10: p(+)
k ← pk−1 + vk−1∆t

11: x(+)
p ← [v(+)

k p(+)
k QUATTOROTMTX(qk) ]

12: P(+)
k = FPk−1FT + Q

13: if ISZUPT(ω, k) then
14: H ← [03×3 I3×3 03×3]

15: K ← P(+)HT(HP(+)HT + R)−1

16: Pk ← I − KHP(+)
k

17: [δvk δpk δCk]← K(03×1 − Hxk)

18: qk ←CORRECTORIENTATION(Ck)
19: [pk, vk]← [pk, vk]− [δpk, δvk]

20: va ← (pk − pl) k ∆t
21: pl , kl ← pk, k
22: if ISCOLLISION(pk,A) then
23: θk ← ORCA(va,A)
24: qk ← qk qθk

25: end if
26: end if
27: end loop
28: end procedure

2.2. Collision Avoidance Velocity

The data obtained from INS are then fitted to the building layout by using our map-matching
algorithm. We try to correct the error of rotation using walls as boundaries.

The movement of an individual can be defined by a velocity vector, broken down into orientation
and length. The orientation reflects the direction of the movement while the length reflects the speed
along this direction. Our idea for map-matching is to record the changes in the orientation of the
velocity vector imposed by collision avoidance.

The intuition of the algorithm is as follows. For each step of the individual, we define
an orientation of the velocity vector by subtraction of the new position coming from radio equipment
and the position previously recorded. If the velocity vector collides with a wall, we calculate the change
in angle of the orientation of the velocity vector needed to avoid collision with the wall. The change is
stored in an update matrix and each subsequent step of the individual is then corrected according to
these saved changes.

The velocity obstacle, as well as the collision avoidance velocity calculation, is based on the
Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm proposed in [37]. The algorithm is widely
discussed in [37–39]. However, for the sake of clarity, let us briefly present this algorithm.
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The algorithm aims to avoid the velocity obstacle (VO). The velocity obstacle is the set of all
velocities of an agent that will result in a collision with another agent or an obstacle. Due to the
ambiguity of concepts used in VO, let us describe the approach using formal notation.

Let A = {A1, · · · , An, · · · , AN} be the set of N agents sharing the same R2 plane. Any agent An

from A is represented by a disc with its center at position pn and radius rn. The obstacles are defined
as rectangles by four points in counter-clockwise order. However, they are also projected onto the disc
with its center at pn and radius rn. Hence, discussing collision avoidance among agents does not differ
from discussing collision avoidance between an agent and an obstacle. However, for the sake of this
article, keeping these concepts together does not introduce much complexity.

The velocity obstacle VOτ
An |Ak

for an agent An induced by an agent Ak for some time window τ

is the set of all velocities that result in a collision of the agents at some moment before time τ [39]:

VOτ
An |Ak

= {v|∃t ∈ [0, τ] :: tv ∈ D(pk − pn, rn + rk)}, (3)

where D(p, r) represents a disc with center p and radius r. Figure 2 depicts the geometric interpretation
of the velocity obstacle.

A

B pB

pA

vB

(vB)

(-vB)
vA-vB

VOA|B

py

px

rA+rB
pB - pA

(rA+rB)/τ

(pA-pB)/τ

vy

vx0
a) b)

Figure 2. The geometric interpretation of the velocity obstacle. (a) general idea; (b) limitation induced
by τ constraints.

In the ORCA algorithm, VO is calculated as a Minkowski sum An⊕ Ak of two objects representing
agents An and agent Ak, and object −An reflecting its reference point:

An ⊕ Ak = {an + ak|an ∈ An, ak ∈ Ak},−An = {−an|an ∈ An}. (4)

There is a ray λ from pn in the direction of the relative velocity of An and Ak (vn − vk). If the ray
intersects the Minkowski sum of Ak and −An centered at pk, then vn is the velocity obstacle of agent
An induced by agent Ak:

VOAn |Ak
= {vn|λ(pn, vn − vk) ∩ Ak ⊕−An 6= ∅}, (5)

then, for any vm ∈ Vk and vn /∈ VOτ
An |Ak

⊕VB, An and Ak are guaranteed to be collision-free at their
current velocities for at least time τ. The collision avoiding velocity is defined as follows:

CAτ
An |Ak

(Vk) = {v|v /∈ VOτ
An |Ak

⊕Vk}. (6)
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The goal of the ORCA algorithm is the calculation of the collision-avoiding velocities for agents
An and Ak within the time τ.

There are additional assumptions for ORCA algorithms. Each of the agents is aware of other
agents’ parameters: their current position pn, current velocity vn and radius rn. Each of the agents
also has some private parameters: maximum speed vmax

n and a preferred velocity vpre f
n . A preferred

velocity is the velocity the agent assumes without any collision with obstacles or other agents.
There is an infinite number of pairs of velocities vn and vk that are collision-avoiding. ORCA

selects the pair that is close to vpre f
n and vpre f

k velocities of the agents. ORCA finds the smallest change
u required to the relative velocity (vn − vk) to avert collision within time τ.

The overall approach is as follows. Agent An performs a continuous cycle of sensing and acting
with time step ∆t. In each iteration, the agent acquires the radius, the current position of the agents
(and of itself). Based on this information, the An infers the permitted plane of velocities CAτ

An |Ak
with

respect to Ak.
In the case of INS error correction, the simulated agent is the agent who should be navigated.

We obtain the position for each step of the agent and try to calculate the velocity for inner-steps.
The agent needs to be guided along the path defined by radio equipment. For each step performed by
the agent, a new position comes to the algorithm. The velocity vector and speed (scalar) are calculated
by subtraction of the position coming from radio equipment and the previous position of the agent.

For the location of agents inside the building, we create a simulation environment that consists
of the following: (a) an agent An, where pn is the center of the disc representing the agent and rn

is the radius of the agent n; (b) a set of obstacles; (c) a set of M positions from radio equipment
O = {O1, · · · , Om, · · · , OM}.

Since the agent in the software should reconstruct the path of the individual in the real
environment, the velocity of the individual and the agent must be the same. The average stepwise
velocity of the individual is measured, and set as the preferred velocity vpre f

n to the agent.
The stepwise velocity of the individual is calculated by subtracting the last position Om and last

but one position of the individual coming from radio equipment Om−1 divided by the difference of the
timestamps of these positions.

vpre f
n =

Om −Om−1

tOm − tOm−1

(7)

The general idea of error correction is advancing (when necessary) the agent’s vpre f
n , on the basis

of positions coming from radio equipment; then, checking whether they collide with an obstacle. If this
case holds, we calculate the collision avoidance velocity and correct navigation.

The algorithm should be aware of building obstacles. Therefore, at the beginning, the geometry
of the environment (where the localisation takes place) should be defined. An open source library
from project Aamks (http://github.com/aamks) is utilized for this purpose. The library contains
a CAD plug-in that allows for drawing building layout in AutoCAD. Then, using the same library,
the AutoCAD drawing is transformed into a set of cuboid obstacles. Each of the cuboids is defined by
the four-tuple coordinates. The output from the library is a json file as presented below:

obstacles": {
"1": [
[ [ 1394, 994 ], [ 1500, 994 ], [ 1500, 990 ], [ 1394, 990 ] ],
[ [ 1135, 990 ], [ 1014, 990 ], [ 1014, 994 ], [ 1135, 994 ] ],
...
}

In this file, “1” reflect the floor of the building and contains obstacles at this floor. The json file is
then imported to the algorithm, creating the obstacles for the agent.

http://github.com/aamks
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The next step is to import of data from electronic devices. The data coming from INS constitute
the following frame: timestamps of the step, x, y, z position and the distance of the agent from an anchor
(the anchor is defined in Section 3.1).

timestamp , x , y , z , distance
750286 , -0.001 , -0.001 , -0.000 , {1: 0.78}
756754 , 3.173 , 0.372 , 0.198 , {1: 4.46}
757815 , 4.512 , 0.648 , 0.254 , {1: 5.77}
758939 , 5.950 , 0.792 , 0.340 , {1: 7.12}
759945 , 6.563 , 0.851 , 0.343 , {1: 7.69}

In the navigation process, we address agent position on 2D space. The z coordinate is excluded
from error correction, and is used as an elevation parameter. There is no collision detection with
ceilings or floors.

The positions returned from radio equipment are calculated as a relative distance from the starting
point of the agent (start of the navigation). The starting position is always (0, 0, 0). Let us call this
system a local coordinate system (LCS). The first step in INS is always advancement in all coordinates.
Hence, LCS can be rotated, depending on the direction in which the individual starts moving.

There is also a global coordinate system (GCS), the system where the building is situated, defined
for example by the GPS position. In order to visualize the agent on the building layout, it is necessary
to translate and rotate LCS to adjust GCS. We assume that this operation will be performed when INS
is working and the data from GNSS are still available (at the entrance to the building). The translation
and rotation operation is stored in an update matrix defined as follows:cosθ −sinθ dx

sinθ cosθ dy

0 0 1

 (8)

where dx, dy is a translation vector and θ is the angle of rotation.
Hence, the adjustment of LCS to GCS will be based on the following calculations:

[
xg

yg

]
=

cosθ −sinθ dx

sinθ cosθ dy

0 0 1

 ·
xl

yl
1

 (9)

where xg, yg are coordinates in GCS and xl , yl are coordinates in LCS.
The transformed points from LCS are then used to calculate the average stepwise velocity of

the individual, and then set to the agent. Then, the agent moves to the transformed position coming
from INS. The operation is repeated for each of the consecutive positions coming from INS. Figure 3
depicts the positions coming from radio INS. Between each consecutive pair of points, we calculate the
velocity of the individual and place it in the simulation environment.

The operation is repeated during the entire navigation process, guiding the agent through the
building. When the calculated velocity (on the basis of the current and next position of the individual)
collides with a wall, ORCA corrects the velocity vector. The proposed position avoids the obstacles
and is defied by a new velocity with collision avoidance. Then, the angle between INS-defined velocity
and collision avoidance velocity is calculated. The angle constitutes an update for navigation. Figure 4
shows how the angle of update is calculated.
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Figure 3. Positions obtained from radio INS. Between each of the consecutive pairs of points, the
velocity of the agent is calculated, stating the input for the ORCA algorithm. The green dots represent
the points where the positions were measured. The purple lines represent building obstacles.

xn, yn

xn+1, yn+1

θixn+1, yn+1
' '

P(           )

P(           ) P(      )

a wall

an agent

Figure 4. A correction of the position—the agent collides with a wall. Ellipsis reflects the agent; purple
lines define obstacles; the red arrow defines the velocity vector (as a subtraction of the position from INS
and the agent’s current position); the gray arrow defines the collision avoidance velocity; the green line
is the original path sent by the radio device. P(xn, yn) is the current position of the agent; P(xn+1, yn+1)

is the next position obtained from INS; θi is an angle for velocity rotation in order to avert collision;
P(x́n+1, ýn+1) is the corrected position.

The angle of update θi needed to avoid collision with an obstacle is then used to change the
value in the defined update matrix. Then, each of the following positions is updated according to these
corrections. The final algorithm for error correction is presented in pseudocode Algorithm 1.

Additional assumptions are required as not all the collisions were caused by INS error in rotation.
Some of them were caused by error in the distance calculation, eventually missing the proper doors.

In order to discover that the error is due to a bad reflection in rotation, we assume that this type
of error generates a rather small update in angle θi. This means that if θi is, for example, 90◦, this is
not an error in rotation, but rather some other problem. This means that an agent most likely crossed
a door; however, due to the error in location, we missed this door. Therefore, we assumed a range of
accepted angles that may be caused by the error in rotations.

On the basis of the experiments, we decided that the maximal error for one step caused by
the inertial system is no greater than 30◦. Hence, if the algorithm calculates that the correction in
velocity—needed to avoid a wall—is less than 30◦, it places the update in the update matrix. The final
tuning of the threshold value can be defined on the basis of genetic algorithms. This is a goal for
future work.
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For the sake of performance, we are also going to avoid having an excessively long update matrix.
Therefore, we also defined experimentally a lower boundary for the update error. We decided to place
the update in the matrix if it is greater than 2◦.

The other assumption related to the velocity angle value that needed to be corrected is that, if this
correction is around 90◦ ± 15◦ we suspect that the agent transits compartments; however, we miss the
proper door. In this case, we should move the agent position to a door. This is performed by updating
the values of the transformation vector (dx, dy) in the update matrix. The vector is defined on the basis
of the current agent’s position and the door center position defined in the building layout.

In many cases, due to error in the location, it is not obvious which door should be chosen.
It appeared that choosing the closest door is misleading—from the perspective of the current location
of the agent. In an office layout, where a number of doors are placed very close to each other, the choice
of the closest door was a source of poor navigation.

To address this problem, we used second information sent by INS—distance of the agent from
an anchor. We assume that when an agent enters a building, they place the anchor at the entrance.
The anchor is used to calculate the point-to-point distance between the receiver worn by an agent,
and the anchor. The door selection problem was addressed by minimizing the error in distance with
respect to the agent and the anchor.

The last assumption is related to the length of the velocity vector calculated on the basis of the
individual’s current and next position. When the individual enters the room and we miss the door in
our application, then they will be kept outside the room (because of wall constraints). The distance
between the current agent position (corrected) and that coming from INS will grow. The velocity
vector—defined at these distance and timestamps—will also grow, achieving values that are unnatural
for humans. This means, for us, that the agent is located in the wrong compartment. In this case,
we move the agent to the position proposed by the INS system. The necessary correction is placed in
the update matrix.

Implementing these assumptions in the algorithm improves the correction of the position. Figure 5
depicts the estimated path of the agent without our map-matching algorithm. In comparison, Figure 6
depicts the path after its correction by the algorithm.

Figure 5. Estimation of an agent’s path without any map matching algorithm. The axes are defined in
meters [m].
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Figure 6. A path corrected by the map matching algorithm. The axes are defined in meters [m].

3. Results

3.1. Instrumentation

Data acquisition hardware consisted of (a) an inertial sensor mounted on a shoe by a
foot-strap (Figure 7a) and (b) a data acquisition unit (Figure 7b). Inertial data was gathered by a
LSM6DS33—3-axial MEMS gyroscope and accelerometer in special casing, tightly mounted by a
foot-strap on the shoe counter. Dynamic bandwidth was ±8 g and±2000 deg with 16-bit resolution for
each axis. Raw data was sampled with 200 Hz and calibration of the sensors was performed beforehand
with a linear error model with additional axis orthogonality correction. The Data Acquisition Unit
(DAU) was constructed on Intel Edison Platform with a 32-bit Intel Atom processor on board. The INS
algorithm was running on DAU and inter-step data was sent over a 868-MHz radio to the base station
for storing and visualization.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Experimental INS system. (a) IMU mounted on a shoe with a foot-strap; (b) Data
Acquisition Unit.
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An additional pair of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) radios was exploited to perform indoor ranging
between a fixed point (an anchor node) and mobile agent. The anchor node depicts the ‘fall back’ place
in firefighters’ tactics. Indoor Ranging (with wall obstacles) is problematic due to the phenomena
called multipath effect [40], which means that little change in position can result in a very different path
(which in the end results in a different time of flight). Analytical models suggest that a different path
can result in different signal propagation, but a change of frequency can have a similar influence [40].
Therefore, UWB ranging means that measurements are taken consecutively at a number of different
frequencies and the smallest ToF is taken into consideration.

The main component for performing UWB ranging was DW1000 from Decawave with third-party
open source firmware. The module that we used was radino32 DW1000, additionally calibrated for
bias. The operating frequency was 3993.6 MHz ± 665.6 MHz with 64 MHz Pulse Frequency.

3.2. Experimental Setup

The aim of a set of tests was to check the performance of the algorithm for map-matching.
The measure of performance was the error in location. We carried out three different tests, each
of which had two trials. At the beginning of the tests, we established a set of points with known
coordinates. The goal of this set of coordinates was a quantitative comparison of the positions obtained
from INS and the positions corrected by our map-matching algorithm.

The tests consist in moving an individual along the selected path, stopping at designated points,
recording the position indicated by INS and moving to the next point. Then, the error was calculated
as the relative distance of points indicated by INS and the real coordinates. The tests were repeated
for locations with and without the collision avoidance velocity-based map matching algorithm.
The consecutive tests were organized as follows:

Test I. The individual leaves the anchor at the starting point and starts to move along the
designated path, through the middle of the corridor. The individual has to stop successively at five
designated points with known coordinates. We record the position indicated by INS at each of these
points. During the return to the starting point, the individual repeats the same activities as shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Marked stop points (known coordinates) for the path in Test I.
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Test II. The individual leaves the anchor at the starting point and starts to move along the
designated path, close to one wall of the corridor. The individual stops successively at five designated
points with known coordinates. The position received from INS is recorded. During the return to the
starting point, the individual has to move along the second, opposite wall of the corridor and repeats
the same activities for the next five points. The main aim of this test was to check how our algorithm
works in close proximity to the walls. Figure 9a,b illustrate Test II.

(a) (b)
Figure 9. Test II. (a) Marked stop points for the path in Test II; (b) The movement along the wall during
Test II.

Test III. The aim of the last test was to check the navigation system with transition to other
compartments. The path was selected to cross doors. The individual leaves the anchor at the starting
point and starts to move along the designated path. The individual stops successively at five designated
points with known coordinates. The position returned by INS is recorded. During the return to the
starting point, the individual enters another compartment and stops at seven additional points with
known coordinates, as shown in Figure 10a,b.

(a) (b)
Figure 10. Test III. (a) Marked stop points for the path in Test III; (b) The movement across the furnished
compartment during Test III.
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The test results were collected in a form, as is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of data from an exemplary test. The position of the agent is relative to (0, 0) point,
placed in the corner of the building.

Trial No. 1

Step Real Position [m] INS Position [m] Error [m]

0 (5.12, 8.40) (5.11, 8.39) 0.01
6 (12.27, 8.40) (13.84, 8.14) 1.59

12 (20.90, 8.40) (20.53, 8.27) 0.39
17 (25.90, 8.40) (26.76, 8.04) 0.93
21 (31.60, 8.40) (30.77, 8.02) 0.91
26 (35.85, 8.40) (31.28, 7.19) 4.73
30 (31.60, 8.40) (27.24, 7.39) 4.48
34 (25.90, 8.40) (23.37, 7.63) 2.64
40 (20.90, 8.40) (15.66, 8.17) 5.25
46 (12.27, 8.40) (9.03, 8.48) 3.24
51 (5.12, 8.40) (4.32, 8.77) 0.88

The first column is the number of steps taken by an individual from the starting point. The second
column contains the real coordinates of check points. The third column is the position indicated by
INS. For each of the tests, we collected the data in such a table.

3.3. Experimental Results

In order to calculate the performance of our algorithm, we used Root Mean Squared Error
metric. This allowed us to quantitatively verify the differences between real positions, values returned
by INS, and values corrected by the algorithm. The Root Mean Squared Error is defined by the
following formula:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(pi − p̂i)2, (10)

where N is the number of check-points with known coordinates, pi is the position at a given i-th
check-point, p̂i is the position indicated by INS or corrected by the map matching algorithm.

The results of the experiments are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Summary of Root Mean Squared Error for the system with and without map matching.

Test INS Map Matching Algorithm

Test I 3.63 [m] 3.01 [m]
Test II 3.26 [m] 0.73 [m]
Test III 5.59 [m] 1.15 [m]

Average 4.16 [m] 1.63 [m]

Table 3. Summary of maximal error at a check-point.

Test INS Map Matching Algorithm

Test I 4.16 [m] 3.71 [m]
Test II 3.89 [m] 2.12 [m]
Test III 7.06 [m] 2.15 [m]
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The way in which firefighters move across buildings during search and rescue operations differs
from the common way of movement. Therefore, instead of adopting one of the existing solutions,
we decided to address the problem of navigation for firefighters from scratch. In the selection of the
approach for error correction, we considered the limitations imposed by our INS as well as the specific
environment in which firefighters operate.

Some of the possible solutions for our problem were rejected at the survey phase of related works,
as is explained in Section 1. However, there still remains a set of applicable approaches. Nevertheless,
we decided to develop another one, still having a chance to benefit from the existing ones as necessary.

We also decided not to repeat the respected test proposed by Microsoft for indoor navigation
competition at International Conference on Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN) (https:
//www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/event/microsoft-indoor-localization-competition-ipsn-2018).
Since the competition test-bed is set up in large open spaces, we would not be able to test and implement
our algorithm.

We did not, however, compare the other algorithms in our test cases, which is undoubtedly
a shortcoming of our work. The quantitative comparison with other algorithms will form part of future
work. Notwithstanding, a rough comparison of our results with IPSN competitors seems to confirm
that there is still a place for our solution.

As is presented in the Results section, the algorithm reduces the error generated by our INS.
In the best case, the error was reduced by almost 80%. However, in order for the algorithm to work
efficiently, it needs proximity to the obstacle. This can be observed in Test I, where the agents moved
along the middle of the corridor at some distance from the walls. In this case, the error reduction level
was negligible. This naturally limits the scope of application of this algorithm—movement next to
obstacles. This type of movement is typical for firefighters during search and rescue operations.

The algorithm also significantly reduces the maximum error. An additive error (the error that
increases with distance travelled) is typical for INS. Generic INS achieves the maximum error close
to seven meters, while our error correction technique keeps the maximum error close to two meters
(when an agents moves along the walls).

In the future, we are going to gather more experimental data, in order to apply a genetic algorithm
to define the ranges of angles accepted for position correction, door selection and transition to other
compartments. The applied ORCA algorithm has a number of parameters to be set. Manipulation
of these parameters may further improve the performance of our algorithm. At the current phase,
these parameters were set experimentally in constraints to ensure the accuracy of the algorithm.
The definition of these parameters is also in the scope of machine learning optimization, planned for
future work.

Our primary goal within the project was to develop an indoor navigation system for firefighters.
Therefore, we also tested the impact that our system may have on the safety of firefighters. We carried
out fire-ground marked tests with the participation of firefighters. The goal of the tests was to compare
the firefighters’ withdrawal times from the building with and without our navigation system. The tests
showed that the withdrawal time of the group with the navigation system was almost half that of the
group without the navigation system. The system significantly improves withdrawal times. However,
this type of test does not explicitly show the impact of our algorithm for the withdrawal time. Hence,
due to the scope of this article, the impact of the navigation system on firefighters’ tactics will not be
broadly discussed.

Currently, the fire service is looking for a solution to the indoor navigation. Therefore, there is
a great need to create such a system. Drawing paths in different colors for different firefighters and
displaying these paths on the tablet, laptop or phone to the commander would enable firefighters
to be located in buildings. In the case when one of the firefighters needs help, it provides the lost
firefighter’s trail.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/event/microsoft-indoor-localization-competition-ipsn-2018
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/event/microsoft-indoor-localization-competition-ipsn-2018
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Future research should focus on testing the device for navigation in buildings with a more complex
structure and in several-story buildings. In these tests we proposed slight changes to firefighters’ tactics,
such as asking them to leave the anchors in characteristic places such as the entrances to apartments or
staircases. Each time a firefighter passes near the anchor (during search and rescue), the position is
corrected and error is reset. These assumptions allow us to perceive the building as a superposition of
it smaller parts. This way our experiments on less complicated layouts make more sense.

In addition, the tests should be carried out under conditions of artificial smoke, so that firefighters
can enter the building with air cameras. It is also necessary to conduct tests with improved devices,
i.e., using two anchors spaced several meters apart, in order to improve the estimation of the pathway
established by the inertial system.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
CAD Computer Aided Design
CHAIN Cardinal Heading Aided Inertial Navigation
DAU Data Acquisition Unit
DR Dead Reckoning
GCS Global coordinate system
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GPS Global Positioning System
INS Inertial Navigation System
IPSN International Conference on Information Processing in Sensor Networks
LCS Local coordinate system
MEMS Micro Electro Mechanical Sensor
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
MAPN Map-Aided Pedestrian/Individual Navigation
ORCA Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
ToF Time-of-Flight
UWB Ultra Wide Band
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